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2 of 2 people found the following review helpful. Excellent total reference
book...By Kasey CoffFTD - fronto-temporal dementia - is the second-most
common dementia after Alzheimer's disease, yet few seem to realize not all
dementias are the same. An exceedingly tough subject to write about - Radin is
informative, candid, and clear. He makes good use of research, statistics, case
studies, and includes experiences from people in the field, both professional and
non-professional. Most of all, his tone is never condescending: there is an
underlying warmth but an overall practicality that is perhaps more useful than
anything else to the FTD caregiver. There are a lot of compassionate books out
there, and a lot of people write about the emotional and psychological struggles in
dealing with FTD; equally, there are a lot of publications that are pitched to those
in the medical field, articles and books full of specialized jargon and obscure
references. Few books hit the middle zone of no-nonsense advice, clear
information about what to expect, and information on resources, organizations,
online groups, etc. If you're a caregiver, if you know someone who is, if you know
someone in the throes of FTD and want to learn more, this is the best
comprehensive guide I've seen.1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
Hope, at lastBy MichMy mother has had many years of symptoms that just don't
seem to get her the help she needs. Her neurologist told us her issues are not
neurological because she doesn't fit their examination of memory issues. This
book gave me hope that someone out there might understand and help us. Her
problems are centered on executive functioning. I hope to contact the resources
mentioned in this book.1 of 1 people found the following review helpful. Very
well written and filled with some of the best information I have foundBy pamThis
is not a book I wanted to have to order, but since I needed to learn about this, of
course I got it. I was impressed with how well laid out the contenct was and how
well it answered so many of the questions I had. If you are facing a future with
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